THE HAMMOND – Code of Conduct
Revised Sept 10, Reviewed Aug 11, Aug 12, Nov 12, Nov 13, August 14, October 2015,
August 2016, November 2017

Every Child Matters:

Be Healthy

Stay Safe

Enjoy and Achieve

Make a Positive Contribution

Achieve Economic Wellbeing.
Helping Every Child to Achieve More

This has been drawn up after discussion between staff and students at The
Hammond.
We Value:1. Caring Community
We have respect for the individual, for every member of school, visitors, family
and the wider community.
We try to understand each others needs and to help each other (in a cheerful
way).
We aim to treat others as we wish to be treated.
2. Hard Work
We all realise the need to be prepared to work hard to achieve our aims, not to
distract or waste time and to ask for and be given guidance when needed.
3. Respect for Property
We take a pride in our school and treat it with respect. We will not borrow other
people’s belongings without asking, and will always return them.
4. Honesty
We understand the need to be honest in all our activities; to tell the truth even
when it is difficult. We understand the importance of talking openly with teachers.
5. Responsibility- personal and shared
To the whole community, to foster good relationships within school, and in the
community at large and to ourselves to develop self-discipline. We will take
responsibility for our own possessions and not leave them lying around and for
our own work - handing it in on time.
We support the following- truth, honesty, keeping promises, consideration
towards others, punctuality, good manners, tidiness and smartness, observing
safety rules, tolerance.
We reject the following- bullying, cheating, deceit, cruelty, irresponsibility,
dishonesty, invasion of others rights and privacy, stealing (taking without
permission).
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